Key Features

New in 2013
The essential online tool for researchers

54 books and 25+ videos added

Methods Map

Specially commissioned videos from leading
SAGE authors now have improved pages

The Methods Map is a visual search tool supported
by a unique, complex, custom-designed taxonomy
of 750+ research methods terms, methodologies,
and people in the field. The map is a dynamic tool
that follows users on their search. They can click
through at any time to find related topics, delve
deeper into a term, or backtrack to a broader
view. This visualization of how terms are related
can help to suggest concepts users may not have
thought of on their own.

Do your
students
struggle with
where to begin
on research
projects?

° Closed captioning
° Enhanced author profile pages
° View journal articles on SAGE Journals and
Google Scholar by the same author

Book landing pages now include key
information for all books

Want to know what a method is without the
hassle of looking up its definition? Simply slide
your mouse over a term on the Methods Map to
get a short definition.

Ask for a trial today!
Contact your regional sales representative below:
United States and Canada: librarysales@sagepub.com

Related Content Widget
Users can type a methodology into the SAGE
Journals search widget to expand their
research experience and discover journal
articles that use key methods.

Methods Lists
Methods Lists allow researchers to gather
content from their searches to access later
or share with colleagues. They can search
others’ lists to understand how people are
using the site or relating to similar research
questions. Users can quickly and effortlessly
drag and drop content into a list directly from
a search results page.

Europe, the Middle East and Africa: journalsales@sagepub.co.uk
South Asia: Sunanda Ghosh at sunanda.ghosh@sagepub.in
Asia-Pacific: Rosalia da Garcia at rosalia.garcia@sagepub.co.uk
Latin America and the Caribbean: Analu Sant’Anna at analu.santanna@sagepub.com

More ways for you and your researchers to connect with us!

Do
you teach
information
literacy and
research
skills?

Follow us on Twitter
@SAGE_Methods
2012 Choice Outstanding Academic Title
P13010020_1134007
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Do your
faculty
members
teach research
methods
courses?

Search over
700 books and
175,000 pages of
research methods
content

2011 Magnum Opus Gold Award for Best Navigation

2011 Apex Award for “One-of-a-Kind” Electronic and Web Publication

Highly recommended for libraries by Choice
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What are research methods,
and why are they important?

How can SAGE Research Methods be used?
Student Research

Librarians and Information Literacy

Research methods are systematic tools used to conduct research.
Such tools can be quantitative or qualitative, easy to understand
or highly complex and specialized. They are the essential tools of
the researchers’ craft, and increasingly represent core transferable
skills for students entering the workplace, where the proven ability
to understand statistics or read or conduct a survey are vital
business attributes.

If your students are struggling
with their research, SAGE
Research Methods can help
them write a research question,
choose a method, and
document their findings with
thousands of pages of content and concise author videos.

As a librarian, your role may be
expanding to include teaching
information literacy, research
skills, and writing to students.
SAGE Research Methods
can help by giving you realworld examples and reliable authoritative descriptions
of how to do research from beginning to end, including
literature reviews, choosing a research topic, and how to
write up the findings.

Statistics

Literature
Reviews

Interviews

SAGE
Research
Methods

Case
Studies

Surveys

Research
Design

www.sageresearchmethods.com
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Whether studying education or psychology, sociology or
business, the content in SAGE Research Methods is
broadly applicable because it focuses on methodology
rather than disciplines.

Faculty Research

Focus
Groups

Dissertations

If your faculty members want to get published in the best
journals, they need to produce the best research in their
field, and that means keeping up with the latest research
methods. Plus, SAGE Research Methods provides a
crucial resource to help faculty write up their methodology,
a requirement for nearly all Social Science and Health
Science journals.
SAGE Research Methods provides faculty with an indepth understanding of advanced methods and includes
online access to the complete Quantitative Applications in
the Social Sciences (QASS) series, better
known as “The Little Green Books,”
as well as the Qualitative Research
Methods Series (QRMS), or “The
Little Blue Books.”

Teaching Research Methods
Many faculty members teach
formal research methods
courses, such as Introduction
to Social Research or
Introduction to Statistics, and
countless more oversee
students completing research papers and theses that
require original research.
Business, Communication, Criminology, Education, Health
& Nursing, Psychology, Political Science, Social Work,
and Sociology faculty will find the content and tools in
SAGE Research Methods a perfect complement to their
coursework. Sample assignments can help students easily
connect to concepts in research methods.

SAGE Research Methods
Content and Features
Explore this innovative online resource created to help students and
researchers across the social, behavioral, and health sciences to design
research projects, understand methods or identify new methods,
conduct research, and write up their findings.
Over 175,000 pages of SAGE’s renowned book, journal, and
reference content in research methods
Advanced search and discovery tools support browsing and
discovery of material
The Methods Map visualizes relationships between 750
unique methods terms, concepts, people, and literature
Methods Lists can be used to compile selected books,
book chapters, and journal articles for later review or to share
through the site
The complete Quantitative Applications in the Social Sciences
series (“The Little Green Books”) and the Qualitative
Research Methods Series (“The Little Blue Books”) are
available online in full-text format

“[SAGE Research Methods
provides] ‘one-stop shopping’
for information about research
methods…a highly valuable
resource for beginning
researchers…social media and
visual enhancements make
the resource a dynamic and
unique new entry for social and
health sciences research.”
–Amy Hoseth
Morgan Library, Colorado State University
The Charleston Advisor, October 2012

Read online, print, or email full-text content, including over
720 of SAGE’s research methods books
Utilize suggested related methods and links to related
authors from SAGE Research Methods’ robust library and
unique features
Explore related online journal content with the SAGE
Journals widget
View specially commissioned videos—now with closed
captions—about research methods with some of SAGE’s top
authors

www.sageresearchmethods.com
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